PUBLIC FORUM – ALL WELCOME
You are invited to attend our public forum where you’ll hear adults recall their experiences of stuttering at school, hear children and adolescents advise teachers how they can help and hear speech pathology experts talk about stuttering.

Organised by
Australian Stuttering Research Centre
Faculty of Health Sciences
Australian Speak Easy Association
The Australian self-help and advocacy group for people who stutter
Faculty of Education and Social Work

When
Monday 21 September 2015
1:00 – 2:00 pm

Where
Woolley Lecture Theatre N395
John Woolley Building – A20 (off Science Road)
Camperdown Campus
The University of Sydney

Moderator
A/Prof Ross Menzies
Clinical Psychologist, Australian Stuttering Research Centre

More information
Emi Kokolakis
T +61 9351 9061